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ABSTRACT 

The binary n-gra~ and Viterbi algor
ithms are alternative approaches to con
te.xtual post-processing for text produced 
by a noisy channel such as an optical 
character recognizer. The paper describes 
the underlying theory of each approach in 
unified terminology, presents a storage 
efficient data structure for the binary 
n-gram algorithm and a recursive formula
tion for the viterbi algorithm. Relative 
merits of the two methods based on ex
tensive experiments with each algorithm 
are given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A number of programs for utilizing 
some form of contextual knowledge for 
post-processing of garbled text produced 
by a noisy channel such as an optical 
Character Recognition [OCRJ machine are 
described in the literature. Among these 
one can discern two different types of rep
resentation of context: statistical and 
structural. This paper describes our ex
periences with two contextual post-proces
sing algorithms which are based on each of 
the two different types of representation. 

Statistical representation of context 
consists of models of word generation pro
cesses, e.g., Markovian model of text 
source, whose origins are in information 
theory. A particular algorithm of this 
class that we consider is the Viterbi al
od thm [3J and its modifications 11,6] • 

The structural approach, which is 
closer to the artificial intelligence 
framework, is based on a deterministic rep
resentation of context; examples are im
plicit or explicit representations of a 
lexicon, syntax or semantics. The method 
of this class we consider is the binary 
n-gram algorithm (2,5] which represents the 
syntax of a lexicon in the form of a set of 
binary arrays. 

2. BINARY n- GRAM ALGORITHM 

The binary n-gram algorithm utilizes 
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an abstra ~ion of a lexicon containing al: 
allowable ~nput words. The metbcc atte~". 
to detect as well as correct, words ~,-: •• 
errors. he representation used is a ;;~ 

of binary arrays (n-gram arrays) 0: 26n 
elements ach, where n is usually rest~ic
ted to be 2! 3, or 4. The entry in an ~_ 
gram arra ~s 1 if the letter cO::-.binat':a:. 
corresponq.ing to the location of the c:-.t ...... 
in the ar~ay occurs in some lexica! WC~d' 
in positions that are associated I<:i th t!'".c 
array. A Eositional binary ~ra::1 (::<' 
for a sub4exicon Om' consist~ng of ~;orcs ~! . 

length m, iis defined as follows: 

B~. (CI. I 8) = 1, 
~J .• 

if characters a,8 occur in 
posi tions i, j of sorne !.o;O:::': i:: 
V

m
, 

otherwise 

where Each (i,j) specifies a ~l' 

nary array, B~j' of 26 2 tits eac; .. 
Thus exist (~) different digra~ a:~ 
rays sponding to 0 , which we will 

m 
denote as B(2,m)={B~.}. The 

~J 

binary tr~gram B~'k(a,B,Y) and the set c! 
m • ~J m J (3) trigram arrays 8(3,m)={Bijk} of 2£ 

bits each are defined in a similar rr.ar_"\e:. 
An exact xjepresentation of V is civen b': , m J • 

B (m,m) --whlich consists of a single aHll';' C'! 

26m bits. ! An approximation of the s tr-.:;;
ture of Om is given by B(n,m), n<m. 

sitional binary n-grams re!e: UI 
ts of n locations in each ~ 
• Non-positional (or positi~ 
) binary n-grams refer to ill 

~~~~~~ontiguous positions in eac~ 
n-posl.t~onal n-grarn array ':$ !>r word. 

fined to h 
account th 
as well as 
Non-positi 
a specific 

ve 27n entries--by takin~ i:: t
!), 

word delimiter (blanl:) !'::~. 
the 26 letters of the alp:-.c.~:· 
nal binary n-grarns the :-e?: .... r.e~ 
sublexicon V are word-ler.~~: 

m 
non-posi ti nal binary n-grams I w~.i d; vC :'~ 
fer to as Non-positional-l. Non-pC5!~~~~' 
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binary n-gra::Is that are derived from the 
=ooplete dictionary, {Vi} are word-length 

i~Ce?2ndent, which we refer to as Non-posi
tional-2. 

::::.:"0:- Detection 

The error detection procedure assumes 
t.!;e a'/ailability of B(n,m) for a given m 
2.,-d n. When digrams are used, the condi
tion 0: legality of a word ~=X1X2"Xm is 

s':at.ed as: 
if a~2(x)=.h. B~.(X.,X.)=l, then X is consi-

- ~,) 1) 1) d~red-legal, 

=0, then X is consi
dered-illegal. 

This condition does not guarantee that X 
is in V , it merely says that each of the m ". 
digrams occurs someplace. inDm• 

Fixing Error Location 

The n-grams that rejected X (i.e., 
their entries are zero for the appropriate 
letters of X) must contain the location(s) 
of t.~e error(s) among their position indi
ces. Thus a set I (of indices) is deter
:dned that is the intersection of the in
~ices of the rejecting n-grams. Assuming 
a single substitution error, if I contains 
a single element then the position of the 
error has been uniquely determined. If I 
contains more than one element, then the 
location of the error is given by one of 
the elements of I. If I is empty, there 
exists more than one substitution error-
since no single position index occurs in 
all rejecting n-grams. 

Error Correction 

The procedure for correcting words 
~here the position of a single substitution 
error has been fixed is based on the fol
lOWing principle. An n-gram array is an 
n-di~e~sional matrix where each dimension 
has 26 values. The one-values that lie 
along a 26-element vector of this matrix 
specify Valid n-grams that differ from each 
other by a single letter; the remaining n-1 
letters of the n-gram are specified by the 
n-l dimensions needed to specify the vec
tor. Thus the lexical n-grams that differ 
fro~ the n-gr~~ of ~ by one letter are 
eas~ly extractable from the n-gram arrays. 

The vector interpretation extends it
self to the case when V is approximated 

m 
by 8(n,m) ,n<m. If it is possible to fix 
t~e ?osition of a single substitution error 
t~en each n-gr~~ that has this oosition as 
~~e of its position indices will contain 
lnfO~ation about allowable substitutions 
:or that position. From each array of " 
~{n,~) satisfying-this condition a vector 
19 extracted '"i th coo"rdinates determined 
by ~h~ n-1. characters in the appropriate 
POs~t~ons of X that are ass~~ed to be 
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correct. J' " 
~'/"hen thes vectors have been deter

mined, the inf rmation about SUbstitutions 
in the position of the word about which 
these vectors were allowed to vary within 
each array is dbtained by constructing a 
vector V that is the intersection of each 
of these vecto~.. A non-zero entry in this 
vector will co respond to a letter that can 
be substituted in the position that was 
hypothesized t contain an error and pro
duce a word tha will be acceptable to all 
n-gram arrays. ! 

The Algorithm 

The binary n-gram procedure for cor
recting single rubstitution errors is: 

repeat i 
9 e.t:-wOltd (X); l 
if ae..te.c..t- (X 
-- then if e ~d 

-- -- then 
" e!se 

WOlLd- ou.t (X) • 

(index-set) =1 
COlt~e.c.t (X) 
~e.j e.c.t (~) 

until e.nd_OO-,!'te.; .. 
The proced re determines if a word 

contains an err r and if the position of 
the error is fi ed, then it is corrected', 
otherwise the w rd is rejected; where ge.t
wo~d reads a wo d from a text file and 
ca~d returns the number of elements in its 
argument set. tf the word does not contain 
any detectable errors then it is simply 
output by tl)o~d- ~u..t. 

Function d~.tec.t returns true if any 
array of R(n,m) rejects X, and also con
structs index-s t to contain the inter
section of all ets of position indices of 
the rejecting n~grams. Given that index
set contains th~ position p of a single 
substitution er~9r in word X, procedure 
eo~~e.c.t considers those arrays of B(n,m) 
that involve p ~nd constructs the inter
section vector of the appropriate vectors. 
from these arra s (the n-1 dimensions of 
each vector are determined by the assump
tion that the r st of the word is correct). 
If there is only one non-zero element in V 
then that lette~ is substituted in the ith 
position, othe~ise the word is rejected. 
The reader is referred to [ij) for a com
plete statement 'of this algorithm" •. 

rection method based on 
positional bina n-grams calls for parti
tioning the dictionary by word length m and 
representing the. subdictionary Dm by 

(~) arrays of 2Gh bits each. The storage 

reqUirements--pa~. ticularly for trigrams-
are usually exce sive, thus methods of in
telligent storag reduction are needed. 
One can reduce s orage either by reducing 
the amount of da a or by using an efficient 
data structure •• The two approaches are 



typified by the use of non-positional n
grams and a new data structure called 
linear marginal indexing, respectively. 

Marginal indexing is a tree data 
structure for representing multi-dimen
sional arrays, where the maximal depth of 
the tree is equal to the dimensionality of 
the array, each level of the tree corres
ponds to one dimension of the array and 
each node is either a leaf or has a number 
of descendents equal to the subdivision a
long the corresponding dimension. In 
the representation of 3-d arrays, sons of 
the root denote the 2-d slices of the array, 
nodes at the next level specify the strips 
within a slice and nodes at the final level 
correspond to data values within a strip_ 
~, element of a node is either a data value 
or a pointer to a node at the next level. 
A pOinter is used only if array values in 
the corresponding dimension are inconsis
tent and require the further description 
provided by a node at a lower level. 

The method of marginal indexing can be 
improved upon for representing binary n-
gram arrays. Consider the representation 

of a binary trigram array of 26 3 bits. 
Such an array usually does not contain any 
strips (and consequently slices) of all 1's, 
due to the fact that many letter combina
tions never occur in English words. This 
fact provides the motivation for the line
arization of the marginal indexing tree and 
the use of binary valued elements that rep
resent either pointers or strips and slices 
of all O's. Further details of the method 
are given in [4J. 

3. VITERBI ALGORITHM 
The Viterbi algorithm is a method of 

computing the most probable word that could 
have caused the observed word. This proba
bility is computed by taking into account 
the probabilities of confusion between let
ters (which represents channel constraints) 
and the probabilities of cooccurring n
grams (which represents contextual know
ledge). Given an m-Ietter input word, the 
method Can be viewed as a shortest path 
algorithm through a graph of 26xm nodes 
called a trellis. 

The Algorithm 

The formal statement of the text en
hancement procedure based on the Viterbi 
algorithm follows. 

repeat 
get-wOltd (X); 
gene~a~4ea-vite~bi (!~!); 
'9o~d~ou.t (Z) 

until end-co-lite; 
The procedure gene~alized-vite~bi to 

be stated below is for the case of a first
order Markovian assumption. 

symbols and Data St~.s..t~'>. 

L, ••• L26 represents ~. ymbols A.,.Z, and the 
delimiter symbol is ~. 

C is a vector of 26 .real numbers called 
the ~ vector; 

S is a vector of 26 'character strings 
called the survi or. vector; 

X X""Xm is the °nput character string 
and . 

i 

Z = Zl"'Z is the o~tput character string. - m . 

A is a 26xm binary Jatrix of alternatives 
whose columns ar~ labelled A1 ••• Am; 

element A. (j) repre~ents the jth element 
~ , 

of Ai such that ~'f Ai(j) = 1 then 
letter Lj is a p ssibility for Zi' 

otherwise Lj is onsidered impossible 

for Zi' 

max(a, ••• a 26 ) retu~s the maximum of 

{a1··,a26 }, max-in~i~ (a1 , •• a 26 ) returns 
index of maximum of {a

1
, •• a 26 }, ~on~at 

(s,Lj ) concatenates icharacter Lj at the 

end of string s. ~. 
procedure gene~dti4 d-vite~bi 

(X, •• '~/Z1'" Zm); 

(* given an m-lette~ s~ring !, produce an 
m-letter string 1 *) 

begin I 
-<.n-<.tialize (A); 
t~dc.e (A, c, S, Xl" .Xm); 

z:=~etec.t (A, c, ~) 
end; (*geneJta.l.iZed..,v~te~b.l..*) 

Procedure in.l.t alize selects either a 
fixed number of alt rnatives (d) or a 
variable number of alternatives for each 
letter of the input!word. This is done by 
setting A. (j) to 1°1f log P(Xi!L.) + 

1 J 
log P(Lj) is among he d best out of the 
26 possibilities or if the same sum ex
ceeds a threshold v lue. 

Next we descri~e the recursive path
tracing step in proledure t~ac.e, which 
returns a set of ch racter strings in S 
Where costs are def ned by C. 

pro?edure t~ac.e (A, :c, s, X1 ••• Xi ); 
be<;~n i 

1f i>1 then 
be,tn -- j 

~a~e (A, C, S, X1 ••• Xi _1)i 

C1:=C; 51:=5; (. C1 and Sl are local·) 
for j:=1 to 26 ~ 
-rf A. (j)=l tnen 

- 1 ---

begin I 

.~ 

" 



. 1 
'.i .. ~ 

for k:=l to 2" do --rf A. ,\k) =l-rhen gk:~C1(k)+ 1.- --
logP(X./L.)+logP(L./Lk ) 

1. J J 

else gk:=-"" 
C(j) :=mClX (g1"" ,g26); 
u:~mClx-~ndex(g1,···,g26); 

S(j):=c.onc.a.t(S1(u), L.) 
end J 

encr-
else (*i=1*) 
---- for j:=l to 26 do 

-if A1 (j). =1 then 

beTf) -
C ~ :=logP(Xl/Lj)+logP(Lj/~)~ 
S(J):=L. 

end J, 
("'tJtClc.e"') --

The final step of the algorithm is 
performed by function ~elec.t that returns 
the number of S with the least overall 
cost. 

4. EXPERJ:MENTAL RESULTS 

Experiments with the two algorithms 
were conducted on word lists that 
were extracted from two corpora: Corpus A 
(of 6296 words) was drawn from an artifi
cial intelligence text while corpus B 
(of 90,235 words) consists of corpus A 
plus the text of Pascal and Lisp manuals 
on an on-line documentation system. Two 
data-bases to simulate OCR garbled words 
were generated as follows. The first is a 
data-base of words with sin~le substitution 
errors obtained by introduc1.ng errors in
to the above word lists by a random choice 
of position and letter to be substituted. 
The second is a data-base of words with a 
variable number of substitution errors per 
word (which includes no errors) using the 
same correct word lists; these errors were 
generated using the probabilistic noise 
model assumed by the Viterbi algorithm. 
q.l Performance of binaEY n-gram algorithm 

A Pascal version of the binary n-gram 
algorithm for n=2 and 3, and the single 
substitution error hypothesis was imple
mented on a CDC Cyber 174. The algorithm 
was tested using corrupted versions of 
VS ,V6 and D7 generated by the single and 
variable substitution error noise models. 
These tests consisted of three sets of ex
periments (I, II and III) corresponding to 
the use of positional, nonpositional-l and 
nonpositional-2 n-grams respectively. In 
each of these trials, the set of binary 
digrams and trigrams used were compiled 
from the subdictionary of interest. The 
percentage of errors detected and correc
ted are given in Table 1. 

Experiment I was conducted with the 
complete positional binary n-grams, B(2,m} 
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and B(J,m}. lxperiment II used a single 
non-positiona1 n-gra~ array per subdic
tionary, i.e.~ length-dependent n-grams. 
Experiment III was conducted with the least 
memory overhe d, a single non-positional 
n-gram array length-independent) repre
senting VS ,V6 land V7 • 

As expec~ed; overall performance was 
best in exper~'ment I which qsed the high
est level of ocal contextual knowledge. 
In this case oth digrams and trig rams 
provided reli Ie error detection (over 
83%) and only itrigrams provided acceptable 
error co:rrectibn (over 70%). With non
positional bi~lary n-grams, only the tri
grams provide acceptable error detection 
(over 70%). I was observed that algor
ithm performan e varies directly with the 
storage requir~d for the n-gram arrays. 
Also, the performance of the algorithm 
deteriorates W~'th increasing size of the 
subdictionary m' The behavior of the 
positional bin. ry trigram algorithm with 
increasing dic~ionary size is shown in 
Fig, 1 which represents results of experi
ments in WhiCh~1 the base dictionary con
sisted of all even letter words from 
corpus Band t 0 additional sources (a 
hardware user'. manual and a spelling 
dictionary). This yielded 5920 words 
from which ten lists were randomly selected 
using a unifo;. distribution. The algor
ithm was·teste using garbled words ob-

. tained by rand mly introducing a single 
substitution e ror in each word as before. 
Although the detection rate remains 
reasonably higb with increasing dictionary 
size, the corrr·ction rate decreases 
rapidly. 

The stora e requirements of linear 
marginal indextng (LMI) to represent the 
positional trigram arrays extracted from 
corpus Bare siown in Fig. 2 together with 
the storage re uirements for exhaustive 
storage. The xhaustive method requires 
2,197 bytes pe array and an overall stor
age requiremen~of'1,570,855 bytes. Using 
LMI the same a~rays derived from corpus B 
were represent~.d with 316,419 bytes, thus 
reflecting an 0% decrease in storage; the 
degree of comp ction achieved by LMI is 
highest for ve. short and very long word 
lengths and lowest for middle word lengths. 

Performance ofViterbi al orithrn 
Experimen s were conducted with a 

Pascal iropleme tation of the Viterbi al
gorithm. The necessary transitional proba
bility arrays ~ere estimated from the text 
that was input to the noisy 'channel. It 
is noted that ~robability estimates from 
source text wi 1 differ from estimates 
from the lexic n of the source text, which 
is in contrast Ito binary n-gram arrays 
which are identiical for both. 

i: . 
F' 
L. 

I ..• H 
-HI 
,j 1 
I •.. ~ " . . ~ 
., 
; i 

['1 
J 



"Error correction percentages result
ing from three experiment sets (IV,V and 
VI) corresponding to WLPD, WLDPI and WLPI 
transitional probabilities are reported in 
Table 2. The results pertain to both the 
single and variable number of substitution 
errors per word. All experiments were run 
with d=5, a choice found to be experimen
tally optimal for the noise model. 

The highest error correction percen
tage resulted with second-order WLDPI prob
abilities (experiment V). With only first
order probabilities, the best performance 
was with WLPD probabilities. Performance 
improves, though not linearly, with storage 
requirements for the probability arrays. 
Although first-order WLPI probabilities 
required the least storage, the perfor
mance was significantly worse than with 
second-order WLPI and WLDPI probabilities. 
Second-order probabilities yield consider
ably better results than first-order prob
abilities for WLDPI and WLPI cases, but 
are not significantly better for WLPD. 

S. COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS 
The binary n-gram and Viterbi algor

ithms are alternative approaches to using 
context at the word-level in OCR. Since 
both algorithms are time-efficient, their 
storage requirements (for representing con
textual knowledge) provide a measure of 
algorithm complexity. Whereas the binary 
n-gram algorithm utilizes a set of n-gram 
arrays to represent the legality of letter 
combinations with respect to a lexicon, the 
Viterbi algorithm (and its generalization) 
utilizes tran.sitional probability arrays to 
represent the frequency of occurrence of 
contiguous letter combinations of a source 
text. 

The binary n-gram algorithm is unable 
to adapt to channel characteristics, on the 
other hand channel constraints in the form 
of confusion prObabilities are effectively 
used by the viterbi algorithm. For example, 
the viterbi algorithm performs signifi
cantly better with variable number of er
rors than with single substitution errors 
whereas the binary n-gram algorithm shows 
little or no difference between the two 
noise models. 

The principal strength of the binary 
n-gram algorithm is in its use as an effec
tive error detection procedure. The re
ported experiments indicate the performance 
vs. storage trade-off in implementing the 
algorithm. With positional binary trigrams, 
the percentage of errors detected is very 
high (over 98%) even with large lexicon 
size. The error detection capability is 
good (over 90%) even with positional di
grams and non-positional-1 trigrams. The 
error correction capability of the algor
ithm is acceptable (over 70%) only with 
positional trigrams. However, the storage 

requirements of tht' positional trigram al
gori t'un (':;rhic~. is .6 robytes with exhaus
tive representatio and typically .3 robytes 
with the proposed ethod of linear marginal 
indexing) may precude its usage in prac
tice. 

The error coriection capability of the 
Viterbi algorithm fs superior to that of the 
binary n-gram algO~it~m while operating un
der similar amount of storage (excluding 
the exorbitant po itional trigrams for the 
binary n-gram algo ithm and second-order 
WLPD probabilities for the viterbi algor
ithm). Furthermore, the Viterbi algorithm 
can be used in feature vector classifica
tion unlike the binary n-gram algorithm 
which can only be used with hard decisions 
provided by a Cla~'ifier; however, the 
Viterbi algorithm an only be used for 
error correction u like the binary n-gram 
algorithm which c be used either for 
error detection or orrection. 

The fact that ~he correction rates of 
these algorithms fqr large vocabularies (or 
source text) are law in absolute terms 
shows that either f~urther contextual infor
mation must be brou ht to bear or at least 
a hybrid approach t at utilizes both struc
tural and statistic 1 information is needed. 
A hybrid method of sing the generalized
Viterbi algorithm w,"th a lexicon is con
sidered in [7] where it is shown that per-

.formance is signifipantly improved by 
simultaneously searChing the Viterbi 
trellis as well as ~lexicon. 
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